This music is an example of which style?
__________________________________________________________

My first response to this recording was:
__________________________________________________________

After talking about the music and listening again, my response was:
__________________________________________________________

WHAT I HEARD
The instruments played include (name as many as you can):
__________________________________________________________

The vocal/instrumental performances are (circle one):
• boring • ok • good • impressive • amazing
This is especially true of the ___________ part, which sounds like ____________________________

I would describe the melody as:
__________________________________________________________

The meter of this music has _____ beats.
The beat is (circle one):
• steady • changing

The rhythm is (circle all that apply):
• even • uneven • syncopated

The texture of the music is (circle one):
• monophonic • homophonic • polyphonic

(For music with lyrics) The lyrics that stand out to me the most are:
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

The ________ mood of this music is created by:
__________________________________________________________

What’s different or special about this music is:
__________________________________________________________

WHAT I THINK
My rating for this recording (from 1 to 10, 10 is the best) is ____.
I gave it this rating because: (Explain fully and clearly based on your answers above.)
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________